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 A big moment, a special investment opportunity 

 
The Aziza Project supports big moments in young, high potential          
businesses in the developing world.  
 
One such company in the Aziza Project portfolio finds itself facing an extraordinary             
moment.  
 
Rare moments like these offer the opportunity to enrich many lives           
intergenerationally. And serve to affirm belief in conscious entrepreneurship’s         
promise of change and profits. Moments like these are the reason the Aziza Project              
exists.  
 

A tokenised asset to light up Africa 
The Aziza Project’s current brightest star, Africa New Energies, holds rights to a             
prospective hydrocarbon concession the size of Wales, uses machine learning that           
improves surveying and detection probabilities by 300% at a tenth of the cost of              
traditional methods, and has previously rejected a $500 million unsolicited bid in the             
belief that this prime asset can deliver far more for investors, the local community and               
the people of Africa.  
 
It was these favourable operating advantages that drew an unsolicited bid of $500             
million in January 2017. The terms placed on the majority stake sale, however, were              
unfavourable to  the sustainability of the concession and to the people of Namibia.             
The bid was, therefore, rejected and superseded by a more innovative and            
encompassing fund-raising model, the Aziza Project. 
 
Proceeds from the 22,000 km2 asset will be large enough to fund the process of               
turning the oil and gas deposits into clean solar energy via a hybrid gas-to-solar              
strategy to electrify Namibia, and from this starting point begin the electrification of             
the entire African continent.  
 
    
The Aziza Coin 
The Aziza Coin is an asset backed security token being issued by the Aziza Project               
and is compliant with the Ethereum blockchain’s ERC20 standard. The token derives            
its value from the value of assets held by the Aziza Project.   
 
Since the Aziza Project owns 20% of Africa New Energies, the proving of this large               
hydrocarbon resource will result in the Aziza Project’s holding  being potentially worth            
up to  $1.1 billion.  
 
The Aziza Project, through the sale of Aziza Coin tokens at an Initial Coin Offering               
(ICO) in October 2018, is seeking to raise $60 million to complete a ten well drilling                
programme to make this happen. 
 
 
 
Be a part of something special 
As you will discover in this White Paper, we offer a very different investment              
proposition, which is special in many ways. Our vision is immense, our purpose even              
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bigger, and our underlying business case is one of the most compelling you will see               
in the crypto world.  
 
We will demonstrate our ethics, our expertise, and our commitment to provide            
superior profits to investors in the Aziza Coin through our ICO and the broader              
project. 
 

The Aziza Project, through the Aziza Coin, will provide sub-Saharan          
Africa with the electricity to energise a sleeping giant.  
 

Feel free to engage with us in our Telegram  community or join our whitelist .  
 
We are a friendly bunch. Let’s connect! 
  

                                                            -------------00--------------- 
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The Aziza Coin has a bold vision:  
To light up Africa! By jumpstarting high potential businesses that provide the            
ecosystem of support to our purpose of bringing electricity to the 630 million Africans              
who currently have no access to the grid, and in the process, to deliver excellent               
returns to investors. 
  
How will this be achieved? 
  
The Aziza Project carefully selects young oil and gas related businesses that have 
the potential to create intergenerational wealth for token holders, shareholders, 
communities  and entrepreneurs. 
 
It then supports these businesses with funding and the provision of world-class 
essential services that dramatically increases their chance of success. 
 
Funds raised from our ICO will jumpstart our  efforts, initially focusing on Africa New 
Energies, to enable The Aziza Project to scale. 
 
 
  

How is the Aziza Coin ICO different? 

Many ICOs are looking to raise money for an idea or concept. Many are technology               
led and hope that the business model will follow. There are also new coin projects               
that find their ‘best market fit’ while they progress, even if this means a substantial               
pivot at some point along their early stage journey. 
 
The Aziza Coin ICO is none of these.  
  

The Aziza Coin is grounded in real world business  with real beneficiary companies, 
an established network of support, high-priority stakeholders such as Governments 
and related governing entities, and most importantly, a significant asset.  
 
Aziza Coin holders are the sole beneficiaries of the Aziza Project's investments in the 
supported businesses. So, an investment in The Aziza Coin is a diversified 
investment. When a company within the portfolio succeeds, Aziza Coin holders 
benefit. This occurs if the company is sold or if dividends are distributed back into the 
Aziza Project, or if the Aziza Coin price increases. 
 
The Aziza Coin smart contract manages a stock of 1 billion Aziza Coin tokens and is 
available for review on the Aziza Project GitHub page 
https://github.com/AzizaCoinTeam/azizaCoinSmartContractPublic. The smart 
contract also includes a coin repurchase mechanism that will distribute surplus profits 
to coin holders. 

“We are specific about what we want to raise money for. We are clear around our 
valuation, and we are very clear on our objective. And for you, the investor, this 
should be critical. It means we will be efficient with capex and motivated on a singular 
aim.”  -    Robert Pyke, Aziza Project CEO 
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In addition, the Aziza Project differentiates itself from most ICOs in the following 
ways: 
 
Asset backed: The Aziza Project, and by default the Aziza Coin, owns 20% of a 
number of businesses. This translates to a current $100 million valuation thanks to 
ownership of 20% of Africa New Energies. As imminent milestones from other Aziza 
Project companies are achieved this will increase.  
 
Security: The Aziza Coin is a security token and not a utility token. 
 
Medium to Long term: The Aziza Project is not a short term initiative. We have long 
term plans to materially transform Africa. That said, our investment offering holds that 
there is a cascading of profit taking levels, i.e. multiple further funding rounds that 
each offer significant upside for coin holders. 

Values and integrity: We are an ethics-first business. Our values drive everything 
we do, from investee company operations to showing the necessary respect for the 
communities in which we operate. This policy reaches across all Aziza companies, 
and in ANE’s case we are proud of their environmentally responsible and community 
first approach. 
 
Clarity of purpose: We have an extremely focused path ahead. The Aziza Project is 
not needing to ‘find a market fit’, which means that a major pivot is highly unlikely.  

Liquidity:  The Aziza Coin will always look to provide liquidity for the coin through 
secondary markets where investors get real time pricing based on the development 
of the project and the sentiment of the crowd. 

Transparent: We will be highly communicative so that investors have line of sight at 
all times. Follow us every step of the way as we build up to ICO, as we hit exciting 
investee company milestones and as we prepare to drill. 

Hungry: Driven by our collective sense of purpose, the team behind the Aziza 
Project is extremely motivated to see our long term aspirations met. 

 

  

The problem - only 45% of sub-Saharan Africa 
has electricity 
 
Dire lack of energy for Africa to develop sufficiently 
More than half of the people living in sub-Saharan Africa do not have access to 
electricity. This is according to the International Energy Agency’s latest Energy 
Access Outlook report (2017)*.  
 
Wikus Kruger, energy expert from the University of Cape Town’s   Energy Research 
Centre : “It does point to the direness of the situation: electricity access is a major 
issue on the [African] continent, even for those that have an electricity line at their 
house.” *Read the report here  
    http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/WEO2017SpecialReport_EnergyAccessOutlook.pdf. 
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As a result of this lack of universal electricity access Africa is fraught with 
infrastructural challenges and operates very differently to the developed world.  
 
As a consequence of the above, there is a dire lack of funding for African businesses, 
which means there is little to no development of skills and the chances of the 
development of entrepreneurs and job creation is stunted. 
 
Simply put, having half the continent with no electricity means no sustained growth, 
a skewed resource-heavy contribution to the world economy, and an uneducated 
populace that will continue to struggle to escape the poverty cycle. This means that 
self empowerment and the motivation to contribute to society is sadly trumped by the 
need for survival. In 2018, the Aziza Project believes this must end. 
  

The solution 
The Aziza Project and the 630 million ways to energise a sleeping giant 
  

Opening up the promise of entrepreneurship and lighting up Africa  
For The Aziza Project, lighting up Africa is both a metaphor and a KPI. In Africa New 
Energies lies the long term ambition of providing electricity to the 630 million 
inhabitants of Africa who are off the grid. And in developing other Aziza Project 
companies there lies the notion of energising businesses, markets and economies. 
 
Today, Africa is harnessing its constraints positively. It is poised to leapfrog many of 
those challenges through the scaled adoption of new technologies including 
blockchain, machine learning, artificial intelligence and wireless networks. 
 
This adoption is happening. There are many use-cases and behind the scenes R&D 
projects that will beneficially impact the economic landscape dramatically in the near 
future (Read here  for more). Though, for this to be sustained and to turn into GDP 
growth Africa must improve its electricity footprint. 
 
The Aziza Project has modeled that for every kilowatt hour used, 
particularly by poor people, which costs only a few cents per unit to 
produce, they use that electricity to create fifty times the economic 
value, or $3.50, compared to its cost.  
 
Imagine now, having 630 million Africans with the ability to read at night and access 
the internet at any time to improve their lives. 
 
Funding the essential commencement of  a large-scale gas to solar process will start 
to make this a reality. 
 
A ‘lit up’ Africa means an improved human development index, transformed lives, and 
in addition: 
 

1. Lower infant mortality rates 
2. Improved literacy rates 
3. Improved sanitation  
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4. Better heating 
 
 
Further, the Aziza Coin increases the trust that potential investors can ascribe to 
start-up businesses requiring funding more cheaply than was possible without 
blockchain. This is amplified by the fact that the Aziza Coin funds and supports 
businesses that fit into a supported ecosystem with a unified purpose where the 
success of one or more companies automatically drives the success of other 
companies in the portfolio. 
 
 

Mitigating risk  
The Aziza Project will operate through an Isle of Man foundation, the Aziza Project 
Foundation, whose purpose is to administer the Aziza Coin for the benefit of token 
holders and advance the development of young businesses that have the potential to 
enrich stakeholders. 
  
The Aziza Coin seeks to bring cheaper capital to the developing world and in so 
doing, to mitigate some of the risks associated with developing markets.  
 
It achieves this by enabling investors to invest in startups without buying shares 
directly, thereby adding token related assets to their portfolios. 
 
The Aziza Project will also provide corporate governance and centralised shared 
services to support its portfolio of investee companies, ensuring that entrepreneurs 
have access to high-quality, low-cost, back office services and that investor funds are 
used wisely and appropriately. 
 
An electrified Africa is good for the world 
Finally, lighting up Africa would unleash a series of social and economic multiplier             
effects on the African, and indeed the global, economy. Universal access to electricity             
would dramatically increase Africa’s health and productivity, boost job creation, and           
increase the continent’s ability to pay for a far greater share of the goods and               
services produced by the rest of the world.  
 
Putting Africa on the grid would not only turn the continent into a new growth pole for                 
the world economy, it would also help to usher in a new ‘green revolution’ in African                
agriculture, enabling the continent to feed itself – and generate a surplus to help feed               
the rest of the world.  
 
The Aziza Project intends to fund Africa New Energies’ ten well drilling programme so              
that this transformation can commence in earnest.  
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Introducing the team to make this happen 

  

To get to know the team that will deliver this project, visit www.aziza.io where you 
can hear podcast discussions and watch videos focused on the project.  
 
 
Highlights of team skills and successes 
 
The Aziza Project has attracted a strong team boasting vast blue chip experience 
across the necessary areas of expertise. Working to deliver a successful oil and gas 
ICO means that specific attention must be paid to managing two areas of 
considerable risk, cryptocurrency and oil & gas. This team is composed of individuals 
who are able to achieve this.  
 
The team is well complemented and strongly aligned on the vision of the Aziza 
Project.  
 

Robert Pyke, CEO 
 
Robert has a professional background 
that covers consumer goods, 
consultancy and now cryptocurrency. 
The majority of Robert’s career was 
spent at top consumer goods company, 
Unilever, where he worked in a variety 
of finance roles, rising to become 
Finance Director for Unilever’s €20bn 
turnover Beauty and Personal Care 
division where he managed a cost 
budget of circa €1bn.  Robert has 
extensive leadership experience in 
financial planning and analysis, M&A 
and controlling with a track record of 
delivering major change projects, 
growth and profitability improvement. 

From successful business acquisitions to delivering back-office transformations 
Robert has led numerous complex and valuable business initiatives.  Since leaving 
Unilever, Robert has founded his own consulting business and is now the CEO for 
The Aziza Project.  
 
“I feel excited and privileged to be leading this project.  For probably the first 
time in my career I have the opportunity to make a life changing impact for 
millions of people in Southern Africa. A humbling thought.  And I’m confident 
we will be successful because we are able to combine a fantastic investment 
opportunity for crypto (or all) investors with a project that is truly compelling.” 
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Shakes Motsilili, Co-founder 
 
Shakes Motsilili has an Investments 
Administration background and worked 
for Momentum Wealth as Head of  
Actuarial Support for a number of 
years. He resigned in 2012 to become 
an Entrepreneur with a vision to 
electrify the whole of Africa. 
  
Shakes has been active in the energy 
sector over the past six years, and has 
been particularly interested in finding 
ways for the private sector to fund high 
risk startups – a strategy he expounded 
eloquently during his recent TED Talk 
in Pretoria. His is mainly focused in 

South Africa and neighbouring countries initially, with an outlook to later expand to 
the rest of the continent. 
  
“Access to electricity is intrinsic to dealing with the inequality that exists in 
society. So, for me, the Aziza Coin ICO is more than a fund raise, it’s a 
calling.” 
 

 
Brendon Raw, CTO 
 
Brendon Raw is a South Africa -based 
software developer and investor in the 
Energy 
Technology, Property and Digital 
Media sectors. Brendon was lead 
developer on the sales and revenue 
system of the one of the most valuable 
internet companies of its day – 
excite@home and was BP’s tactical 
application developer, creating a 
number of mission-critical commodity 
trading systems. 
 
Brendon is the IT driving force behind 
Africa New Energies’ machine 
learning, 

artificial intelligence and big data algorithms. Other energy technology investments 
include the Prophecy system, which at the time, created the world’s lowest-cost solar 
irradiation monitor, enabling household microsystems to measure and forecast 
energy production for the first time. He has also created a smart energy meter 
system for Contour, a market leader in this technology in South Africa. 
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Brendon is a multi-skilled developer with a career in the UK Banking and Oil and Gas 
sectors. He provides technology guidance and does custom development where 
needed for the project and funded companies. 
 
“ I am most excited about the Aziza Project ’ s ability to provide funding and 
business support enabling viable new businesses with talented entrepreneurs 
to flourish. ” 
 
 

 
Chad Fichardt, CMO 
 
Chad Fichardt is a marketing specialist 
with 18 years of strategic consulting to 
market leaders in South Africa and the UK. 
A strong grounding in public relations, 
digital strategy, relationship and content 
marketing and a street smart approach to 
growth hacking, places Chad in an ideal 
position to play a role in the growth of the 
Aziza Project and the companies within 
the Aziza Project ecosystem. He consults 
to global fintech and financial services 
institutions and has helped to position a 
UK and South African investment bank as 
a forerunner in the complex financial 
products market.  

 
Chad has lead communications teams in highly respected South African creative 
agencies and has vast experience in developing and delivering compelling 
communication strategies that are effective no matter the size of the operation. He 
has a particular interest in new technologies and their application in creating a fairer 
and more prosperous world. 
  
“Working on a project that has this much potential to change a part of the 
world where I live is a real honour for me.” 
 

Charles Cunningham, Blockchain 
Architect 
 
Charles is a successful 
delivery-focused senior 
developer/software engineer and IT 
architect with nearly 40 years of 
industry experience. Responsible for 
the proposal, analysis, design and 
delivery of enterprise-wide strategies, 
architectures, projects and bids, with a 
large portfolio of successfully 
completed assignments in in the UK, 
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EU and US including central government , utilities , telecoms , energy , financial 
services and other industry sectors. Projects include case-working, core banking, 
mobile banking, high transaction throughput and high availability systems, data 
centre security, resilience and disaster recovery, utility scale devops, architectural 
governance and compliance. 
  
Charles develops the smart contracts for the Aziza Project Foundation ICO. 
 
“It's fantastic to be working on a project that will deliver so much good to this 
world. ” 
 
 

Chris Dorrington, Portfolio Project    
Manager 
 
Chris is a highly experienced Project      
and Programme Manager with a     
passion for delivering projects that     
make a positive impact on society.      
Chris has a long track record of       
managing multiple complex enterprise    
IT implementations and meeting project     
targets. From enabling choice within     
social housing in the UK to developing       
and deploying an electronic Patient     
Record solution within government 
healthcare facilities in South Africa, he      
is driven to find and deliver solutions       
that enhance service delivery. 
  

His experience covers call centres, web-based social housing solution development          
and deployment, including the management of large consortiums of stakeholders.          
Upon returning to South Africa, he has delivered projects within the Healthcare and             
Provincial Government spheres, enabling Enterprise Content Management and        
Process Digitisation and Automation solution development and deployments. 
  

“I have spent more than 15 years managing projects and programmes in the             
technology sector. Yet, I am regularly pleasantly surprised at the breadth of            
knowledge and expertise our relatively small team continues to display. This,           
coupled with their professionalism, commitment to success and passion for          
excellence, leave me positive that the Aziza Coin ICO will be an unqualified             
success and an agent for change in Southern Africa.” 
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The Aziza Coin Token 

The Aziza Coin smart contract manages a stock of 1 billion Aziza Coin tokens (Aziza 
Project GitHub page 
https://github.com/AzizaCoinTeam/azizaCoinSmartContractPublic.)  
  

Coin economics  

All financials are quoted in US$ Millions.  

 

-----  Soft Cap Target      $5m  ----- 
-----  Hard Cap Target    $60m  ----- 
  

 
Token allocation  
 

Of the 1,000,000,000 Aziza Coins tokens being issued the planned allocation is as             
follows: 
 

Token Sale  79% 

Team & Advisors  9% 

Marketing  7% 

Reserve Fund  5% 

TOTAL  100% 

 

 
Our private sale is yet to start. If you cannot wait to purchase Aziza Coins and would                 
like to take advantage of fantastic discounts, click here. 
  
  
Roadmap and Milestones 

  

Time 
Period 

Event 

H2 2018  - Aziza Coin Private Sale & ICO. 
- Africa New Energies Ltd (ANE) completes environmental impact 

assessment and places order for first drilling rig. 
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H1 2019 
(Yr1) 

- Aziza Shared Services organisation in place. 
- ANE drilling rig on shore, drilling team in place and all local site 

preparatory work and infrastructure upgrades completed. 
- ANE spuds first exploratory well. 

H2 2019  - ANE plugs first exploratory well. 
- ANE spuds second well. 

2020 (Yr2)  - ANE appoints IPO advisors and IPO planning starts. 
- ANE plugs final test well.  

2011 (Yr3)  - ANE IPO completed. 
- First exits for ANE shareholders including Aziza Project holding. 
- ANE purchases additional rigs & ramps up. 

  

 

Aziza Coin Buy-back and Profit Distribution 
  

The Aziza Project has been created as an Isle of Man foundation. This entity has no                
shareholders and a documented legal objective to advance the interests of Aziza            
Coin token-holders. 

The Aziza Project will receive income from services provided and any investment            
income e.g. dividends or proceeds from an exit. When this occurs any surplus after              
costs will be distributed back to Aziza Coin holders in the form of a buy-back.  

This buy-back will involve the Aziza Project advertising the price in Ethereum that it is               
prepared to pay for repurchased coins and the duration of this offer. Token holders              
will be able to sell their coins back to the foundation at the advertised price on a first                  
come, first served basis.  

The buyback stops once all the funds allocated for distribution have been used. If              
not enough coins are sold back to the foundation, the foundation will raise it’s              
advertised price until the funds allocated to perform the buy-back have been fully             
utilised.  

Any tokens purchased by the foundation will be burnt to reduce the total number of               
coins in issue and in so doing  increase the relative value of the remaining coins. 
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Africa New Energies – pulling back the curtain  

The following paragraphs will demonstrate why Africa New Energies is such an            
exciting prospect and is the Aziza Project’s primary focus for fundraising through the             
Aziza Coin ICO. 
 
Africa New Energies (ANE) has a very different structure and set of values to typical               
oil and gas exploration companies. The local people living on their concession are             
some of the very people they want to help. ANE’s share structure is designed to               
ensure that these people are rewarded for their contribution to the project, and             
benefit from the natural resources they hope to find and access from below the              
communities’ land. 
 
Since the beginning, ANE has been in communication with the Herero, Nama and             
San people living on the concession, who have provided them with detailed local             
knowledge of hydrocarbon seepages. In exchange, the directors of ANE have           
allocated 15% of the 200m shares to two community trusts. These shares have come              
out of the directors’ own shares. 
 
A ten-well drilling programme with an 80% chance of success 
ANE will be embarking on a drilling programme consisting of ten wells at a depth of                
4000 meters per well. 
 
ANE’s drilling plan dictates that this will take place over a two year period and will                
cost approximately $50 million. Most significantly, the company is working on a 80%             
probability of success, alluded to by their research and algorithmic modelling, and            
given the current set of geological circumstances. 
 
Although bold, this is based on the work of Dietmar Schumacher where “Of the wells               
drilled on prospects associated with a hydrocarbon seepage anomaly, 80% resulted           
in discoveries”.  
Source: 
http://www.cpnt.ru/userfiles/INTEGRATING_%20HC_MICROSEEPAGE_DATA_WITH_SEISMIC_DATA
_DOUBLES_EXPLORATION_SUCCESS_D_SCHUMACHER_2010_INDONESIA.pdf 
 
ANE highlights and key milestones to date:  

● ANE has gathered 9 out of 17 layers of data, which have so far indicated 32                
potential oil fields with a net unrisked prospective resource of 1.6bn barrels of             
oil equivalent. This is 25 times what Namibia requires to be electricity            
self-sufficient, opening the potential for exporting Kalahari oil and gas to           
Namibia’s neighbours. 

 

● ANE managed to obtain their concession on highly advantageous terms,          
choosing to work with community leaders from the beginning. This policy has            
paid dividends. The Namibian Government has reciprocated by offering the          
concession on favourable terms. 

● £8.6 million has been raised through crowdfunding initiatives to explore for           
hydrocarbons in Namibia 
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Community focus is paramount for ANE 

Central to ANE’s approach is ensuring that the community in which they operate             
always benefits. This has proven to be a major factor in their success and was               
indeed a key factor in the Aziza Project coming into existence and sets the compass               
for the Aziza Project’s values too. 
 
ANE has worked hard to create long-term relationships with central government and             
local stakeholders, giving the company access to infrastructure, vital local geological            
insight and concessionary fiscal terms.  
 
ANE’s close relationship with the Herero, Nama and San communities not only put in              
motion a chain of events that has lead to highly probable successes, it has also               
fostered a trust between business and community which the Aziza Project strongly            
ascribes to. 
 

Africa New Energies possesses the following stakeholder advantages: 
 

● Africa New Energies is rooted in Namibia 
● The local community played a large role in the founding of Africa New             

Energies 
● The local community have assisted ANE in the discovery of approximately           

800 seeps on the concession 
● The Namibian Government is a key stakeholder 
● The community’s stake in Africa New Energies dramatically reduces the          

political risk facing other exploration companies. 
● Talented local entrepreneurs own a meaningful portion of Africa New          

Energies 
 
 
A brief history of ANE 

Having negotiated Africa’s first utility-scale solar power purchase agreement in South           
Africa’s Northwest Province, the founders were invited by the Namibian government           
in 2011 to carry out a solar power feasibility study for the Southern African country.               
Unfortunately, the results were depressing.  
 
The capital expenditure required to build a solar power plant to provide the country’s              
entire two million people with electricity would consume the equivalent of one year of              
Namibia’s entire gross domestic product – twenty times the cost of hydrocarbon            
alternatives.   
 
After having suggested using natural gas as an alternative, founder, Stephen Larkin,            
was invited by the Namibian government to go out and find it. Sensing an opportunity               
to enter the power generation sector, Stephen founded ANE in 2012, has since             
raised £8.6 million through crowdfunding initiatives to explore for hydrocarbons in the            
country, and has acquired a 22,000km2 exploratory concession. These are           
substantial assets, and they explain why ANE was so attractive to investors who             
offered an unsolicited bid for a majority stake for $500 million. 
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Why the concession offers so much potential 

The concession is on Namibia’s Eastern border.  It’s referred to as 2219/2319 based             
on the grid references and is 22,000 km2 in size with 32 separate anomalies               
occupying a total area of 2,038 km2 2.  An anomaly is an area which has measurable                
differences in vegetation, geochemistry, radioactivity of trace elements or changes in           
micromagnetic and electromagnetic fields when compared to the surrounding area.          
 ANE exploratory research plus anecdotal feedback from local communities suggests          
these anomalies could be the result of seepage of hydrocarbons.  
 

 
 
Figure: 1, ANE’s concession blocks 2219 and 2319 with associated logistics 
 
Based on the exploration ANE has modeled, the concession has an unrisked mean             
prospective resource of 1,6 billion barrels of oil equivalent. Their financial modelling            
indicates an enterprise value of between $1.5bn and $5.5bn based on the P90             
(meaning a 90% chance of exceeding) and P10 (meaning a 10% chance of             
exceeding) net risked resource assumptions, with a mean valuation of $3.1bn.  Of            
this 20% will be attributable to the Aziza Project and it’s token holders. 
 
Whilst these are compelling valuations it must highlighted that this is a high risk, high               
reward investment and long term business case.  The goal of the ICO is to raise               
$60m to fund a ten well drilling program but there will be additional funding              
requirements after this. However, being able to commence a drilling program is a             
huge milestone and any sort of strike will be front page news. 
 
Hydrocarbon companies find exploration risky and difficult. It is estimated that           
discovery costs are $12 per barrel. Recent industry experience has shown that            
companies that embrace new technologies have built significant competitive         
advantage – for instance Tullow Oil has an 85% success rate in drilling – while BP’s                
is only 50%. HRT – a major player in Namibia – has a market capitalisation of $4                 
billion without any production, due to the respect the management team accords for             
its holistic technology approach to prospecting. 
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ANE Technology, IP and distinguishing 
advantages 

 
ANE’s development of a unique surface exploration method using algorithms to 
interrogate seismic data essentially means that the company has adopted a big data 
and machine learning approach to prospecting for hydrocarbons.  
 
In order to improve the chances of successful drilling, ANE software analyses 17             
layers of satellite, aerial and surface exploration data to identify promising locations.            
By combining these individually weak sets of evidence ANE can build up a detailed              
picture of trap geometry and identify the most likely locations of hydrocarbon            
deposits. 

As referred to previously, ANE has also worked hard to create long-term relationships 
with central government and local communities, giving the company access to 
infrastructure, vital local geological insight and concessionary fiscal terms.  
 
ANE’s concession is ideally situated with access to major ports and refineries, a 
world class transport system to ensure efficient delivery to critical hubs in bordering 
South Africa. 

 
The 17 layers of ANE proprietary innovation 
Understanding the high cost and poor strike probability of conventional oil and gas 
exploration operations, the ANE team was convinced that they could reduce 
exploration costs and increase its effectiveness. The team has spent the past five 
years investigating, developing, and back testing non – industry standard exploration 
techniques. 

This extensive research resulted in ANE’s development of an effective multi-layer           
exploration model. The model consists of 17 independent layers collected from 6            
hand picked conventional and non – conventional exploration techniques. Each of           
the 17 layers provides us with a better subsurface understanding. Collating these            
layers, allows ANE’s algorithm to determine the likelihood and composition of           
different hydrocarbons beneath the surface.  
 
A conventional 10 well exploration program on a 22,000 square kilometer concession 
would cost no less than $150 million, with at best a 42% likelihood of success. ANE 
estimates that with its multi-layer exploration strategy, it can conduct the same 
exploration program for $50 million, with an 80% likelihood of success.  
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Figure: 2, Success rate when drilling wildcat exploratory wells

 
Source: Dietmar Schumacher (Paper available on https://bit.ly/2yPQwCa) 

 
 
Exhaustive peer reviewed academic studies have proven these techniques to 
achieve 80% success rates when used in concert with each other. The paper cited, 
collected data on over 2,700 wells across the world from every type of hydrocarbon 
setting. 
 
There are, in fact,  many independent technology methods that can be used to find 
hydrocarbons that use physical evidence of seepages, satellite data, geological, 
geophysical, geochemical and hydrocarbon microseepage–based Surface 
Exploration technologies. These are not suitable for finding the smaller, more subtle 
formations that ANE is looking for. 
 
 
Technology 
Conventional onshore hydrocarbon exploration typically relies on surface formation         
surveys, and active seismic geophysical surveys before drilling the first well. Surface            
formation surveys provide the location of faults or anticlines at the surface. Seismic             
surveys provide a picture of the subterranean rock formations, as well as information             
on what type of rock is present. Both techniques are important because they indicate              
where potential structural traps may exist. 
 
With even the most sophisticated three dimensional seismic surveys, the likelihood of            
drilling a dry well in a location where both conventional techniques indicate a             
hydrocarbon trap is no less than 60%. ANE’s exploration strategy differs from            
conventional exploration programs in that it incorporates data from far more           
exploration techniques. 
 
While ANE’s exploration strategy still considers seismic surveys (passive seismic)          
and surface formation surveys, it also includes surveys from other less conventionally            
used exploration techniques before drilling its first exploratory well. These techniques           
includes Remote Sensing, Airborne Surveying, Geochemical Sampling, and        
Seismoelectric Surveying. 
 
Data recorded from each exploratory technique is processed by ANE’s technical           
team into 17 independent layers. Each layer independently provides information on           
the subterranean formation, and/or the likelihood and type of hydrocarbon at any            
particular location on the surveyed area.  
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Figure; 3, Showing 3D visual of salt pans and satellite anomalies as well as base               
rock layer. 
 
These layers are then collated to create a multi layer model. The model is then run                
through ANE’s algorithm which processes it in terms of interlayer agreement, and            
calculates the likelihood of the existence of a range hydrocarbons on the surveyed             
area. A predetermined threshold interlayer agreement value, filters out all those           
areas where hydrocarbon deposit are unlikely, leaving behind only high interest           
areas, if they exist. 
 
ANE estimates that with its holistic multi layer exploration technique the likelihood of             
drilling a dry well in a location of interested marked out by the its algorithm between                
20 – 25 %, 40% better than that of conventional exploration programmes.  
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Figure:  4, Below is a 3D visualisation of Africa New Energies’ multiple layers of 
subsurface data to form the topographic layer of the concession, salt pans, satellite 
anomalies, fault lines below the surface and base rock layers. 
 

 
 
 
 

We encourage you to also watch the videos on the Africa New Energies website 
http://www.ane.na/technical-overview-2/ to further explain the following: 
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● What is the probability of success?  
● How much oil is in the concession?  
● What evidence of oil is there?  
● Are the claims geologically plausible?  

 
 
  

The gas-to-solar solution 

 
As Namibia has one of the world’s highest levels of solar irradiation, and one of the 
world’s lowest population densities, the government is eager to embrace solar and 
off-grid mini and micro-generation technologies in an effort to provide its 2.5 million 
people with access to electricity. 
 
ANE assessed a range of generation options, including a 250 MW Concentrated 
Solar Power (CSP) plant, a 250 MW utility-scale photovoltaic (PV) plant, a national 
roll-out of solar water heaters, a national residential PV micro-generation scheme, 
along with various energy-saving interventions, such as solar cookers and improved 
insulation, that could be funded through carbon credits. 
 
The objective was to find a funding mechanism that would deliver required investor 
returns without leading to increased energy inflation beyond what the government 
had already forecast. A key feature of the model was that it should be replicable 
across sub-Saharan Africa where an estimated 55% of the population has limited or 
no access to electricity from the grid. 
 

Three-pronged universal access strategy 
At present, only some 80,000 of Namibia’s 350,000 household have access to 
electricity. But the large scale roll-out of off-grid and mini and micro-grids promises to 
eliminate these disparities, bringing electricity to all without having to build expensive 
grid transmission infrastructure. 
 
ANE’s solution to the Namibian electricity crisis is to find and exploit on-shore 
stranded natural gas to generate electricity and replace it over time with solar power. 
ANE proposes to implement a three-pronged universal access programme based on 
the rollout of PV solar water heaters, the construction of off-grid micro-generation 
systems to provide universal access to electricity and improved insulation and 
energy-saving devices. 
 
These low-cost technologies would ensure that two-thirds of Namibians who do not 
presently have access to electricity will be given access to LED lighting, the ability to 
charge a phone, use a laptop or listen to the radio – and it can be financed from the 
sale of carbon credits. 
 
Finally this strategy can be replicated across sub-Saharan Africa by converting most 
of the natural gas that is currently flared in countries like Nigeria and Angola into 
electricity for local consumption, and by locating and exploiting other stranded gas 
deposits elsewhere in Africa. 
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There is a major, repeatable opportunity to use unwanted, stranded natural gas in 
Namibia’s high potential oil exploration industry to give the sub-region affordable, 
locally produced electricity at a low cost – just 7 cents per KWh. 
 
 

Industry experts who have supported ANE 

Peter Hutchinson: Recognised as one of the world’s most innovative and 
respected petroleum engineers. Peter pioneered a new method of finding oil and 
gas remote through satellite surveying over the past 20 years working as an 
independent consultant to the oil industry.  
 
Click here for Peter’s LinkedIn profile  
 
Dr Gary Rice: has been involved in the management, technical and business 
development of geochemical exploration projects for more than 30 years. Dr Rice has 
been a pioneer in the specialist field of geochemical analysis of soil samples in order 
to find hydrocarbon anomalies.  
 
Click here for Gary’s LinkedIn profile 
 
Dr Chris Harrison: Currently a Post-Doctoral Fellow at the Canada-based 
Consortium for Research in Electric Wave Exploration Seismology (CREWS) at 
the University of Calgary, Dr Harrison is a geophysicist with more than 15 years’ 
experience in geophysical research techniques and creative problem solving. 
 
Click here for Chris’s LinkedIn profile 
 
Leonard LeSchack: Leonard has been in the oil and gas exploration business for 
nearly five decades and is acknowledged by his peers in the hydrocarbons industry 
as one of the world’s leading experts in locating oil and gas deposits.  
 
Click here for Leonard’s LinkedIn profile  
 
 

Other Aziza Project companies 

The first generation of startups to be supported by the Aziza Project Foundation 
includes Africa New Energies and a cluster of enabling technology companies that 
support oil & gas exploration. 
 
It is important to note that as Africa New Energies grows these supporting 
businesses will grow too, offering additional value to coin holders. 

Africanopy (Pty) Ltd. 
Africanopy is a rural internet solution for the developing world that was originally 
designed as a multi-frequency transportable communications network for oil and gas 
exploration. After being invited by the South African government to adapt the solution 
to rural telecoms in South Africa, Africanopy has received support from the 
municipality of Empangeni in KwaZulu-Natal and the Natal Provincial government to 
create a TV White Space spectrum-based internet provision using local Wi-Fi mesh 
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networks connected to a helikite-regional (helium balloon and kite) network, which 
connects to the 14,000 kilometre BroadBand InfraCo fibre network, and the West 
African Cable System. 
 
Competitive advantages include access to spectrum at free or discounted prices, 
technology that reduces the breakeven cut-off point of coverage from 150 
subscribers per square kilometre to 4, deployment times of the enabling 5-Star 
network of 1 day per point of presence, and control over the landing page. In 
addition, a number of security applications, including blockchain-based bank 
securitisation of data, anti-poaching, content creation applications and energy 
savings that could create a new developing world cluster of software services. 
 
Gyrotek (Pty) Ltd. 
Gyrotek plans to create a low-altitude airborne data acquisition strategy using the 
latest Gyrocopter technology. This strategy heralds a marked improvement in data 
acquisition. It has a 20-20-20 target – to be able to fly at an altitude of 20 meters 
above the vegetation canopy, at a speed of 20 knots, and to provide the service 
profitably at £20 per line kilometre. 
 
A Gyrocopter flies slower than a fixed-wing aircraft, at 60km per hour compared to 
100km per hour, enabling data to be collected in 18 metre increments as opposed to 
30 meter increments, thereby providing a far greater granularity of data. The 
Gyrocopter flies closer to the ground, at 20 metres above the vegetation verses at 
least 100 metres for a fixed-wing, which reduces airborne ‘noise’ while enabling the 
equipment to detect subtle signals that are lost at higher altitude. The Gyrocopter 
carries a 110kg payload, which enables five sensors as well as photography/video to 
be operated. 
 
Traditional surveying companies tend to collect one set of data per flight, resulting in 
five flights instead of one. A single flight also results in identical weather conditions 
for all sensory data, improving data quality and the ability to cross-correlate readings. 
 
Gyrocopter can land vertically in the case of engine failure, and unlike a fixed-wing 
aircraft, it cannot stall and flies more slowly. The fixed-wing aircraft is flying low and 
close to stall speed, and so has little time or height to react. Moreover, the 
Gyrocopter has a low capital cost – about £150,000 – and ultra-low fuel burn. 
Maintenance costs are reduced as skills will be developed locally.  
 
These benefits represent a 70% cost saving over traditional surveying methods which 
typically cost up to $150 per line kilometre. Clients frequently require tens of 
thousands of line kilometres. For example, a $10 million traditional surveying contract 
could be offered by Gyrotek for $2 million, while ensuring a 55% profit margin to the 
company. 
 
Metashare Media Ltd. 
Metashare Media provides the goodwill in the Aziza Project portfolio of young 
businesses. This UK based company is focused on innovating the charity and NPO 
sectors by adding a technology led, efficient and cost effective method of attracting 
donations to a cluster of charities that align to the vision of the Aziza Project. 
 
Metashare Media strengthens the link between socially aware companies and the 
charitable sector, offering charities across geographies specialist advertising and 
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marketing services to increase donation revenue while incentivising donor companies 
through thought leadership content. 
 

Acqumine Ltd. 
Acqumine is a mining technology company that uses the blockchain to improve 
overall transparency in the extractive sector. Its objective is to enforce compliance 
with contractual fiscal and environmental responsibilities, thereby ensuring that host 
governments are not short-changed as a result of sharp practices on the part of 
miners – such as the use of transfer pricing – thereby making miners better corporate 
citizens, and more profitable. Founder Damian Gawlowski is an expert in systems 
architecture and verification systems, having worked for insurance giant AIG, and 
professional services company The Lloyds Registry. 
 
The extractive sector in the developing world face the following challenges: 
The non-transparent transfer pricing of foreign-owned mines, which denudes host 
governments of taxes, fuels corruption, and can lead to violence 
The non-rehabilitation of old mining sites, leaving them abandoned and potential 
disaster zones 
 
Harsh and dangerous mining conditions faced by miner, which results in demotivated 
staff with low levels of education, and widespread alcoholism, fuel theft and 
equipment destruction 
 
The lack of IT investment which makes mines unsafe, energy and highly energy 
inefficient. The global mining industry is one of the world’s most technophobic 
industries, spending $80 per capita in IT compared to $8,000 per banking employee 
Acqumine plans to build a blockchain-based software platform, which will enable 
ethical miners to attract more customers, and to command a premium for their 
products. Acqumine will then use its knowledge of their processes to help them mine 
more profitably. 
 

Aziza Project shared services 

The Aziza Project will provide corporate governance, mentoring  and centralised          
shared services to support its portfolio of investee companies, ensuring that start-up            
businesses have access to high quality, low cost, back office services and that             
investor funds are used wisely and appropriately. 
  
The provision of centralised business services allows start-up businesses to benefit           
from the economies of scale that are enjoyed by larger established businesses.  The             
Aziza Project has identified more than 50 services that are suitable for centralisation             
including: banking; fundraising and grants; financial reporting; treasury; tax and          
accounting.  
 

The Aziza Exchange 

As well as listing on third party exchanges, the Aziza Project intends to provide its 
own Decentralized Exchange (DEX) for the sale and purchase of Aziza Project 
issued investment tokens as well as listing these tokens on third party exchanges. 
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Initially the exchange will be facilitated by the Aziza Coin Smart Contract. This 
contract currently implements exchange capabilities allowing for coin holders to sell 
quantities of their coins at a price per coin specified in Ethereum.  The sale offer 
stays open until it is either fulfilled by the coins being purchased or the coin holder 
cancels it. Because the offer and sale process are managed by the Aziza Coin smart 
contract, there is no third party that buyers and sellers need to trust. 

Its intended that all future token contracts created by the Aziza Project will provide 
exchange capabilities allowing for them to be listed directly on the Aziza Project’s 
exchange. 

● The Aziza Project plans to extend its exchange capabilities to include non 
Aziza Project assets by using the 0x protocol. 

● The  Aziza Project exchange will offer investors a very inexpensive and 
secure service for buying and selling Aziza tokenised investments. 

● The Aziza Project will provide its own hosted service for managing Aziza 
Coins access to the Aziza Project exchange service once this becomes 
available.  

Security and Compliance 

The security of investor and investee funds and data is of the utmost importance to               
the Aziza Project. To this end the Aziza Project uses a three-tier approach to              
security: 

● External Audit - regular audit inspections are to be used to ensure that 
business processes are honest, coupled with management and operational 
reporting 

● Businesses process design - business processes that handle funds or 
secure data are designed to be auditable and wherever possible automated 

● IT Architecture - the IT estate that provides business systems and 
operational systems is designed and implemented to conform with industry 
best practice regarding security 

The Aziza Project is compliant with current UK regulations for Know Your Customer 
(KYC), Anti Money Laundering (AML) and Combating the Financing of Terrorism 
(CFT) and the EU General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). 

  

Partners, investors, advisers 

Ormco 

We are currently in the process of considering additional partners and advisers. 
 

Contact us on: info@aziza.io 
For FAQs, updates and news see www.aziza.io 
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 LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS, RISKS AND DISCLAIMER  

This White Paper is for information purposes only and may be subject to change. The 
contents of this White Paper are not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the 
contents of this White Paper serves as an invitation or inducement to engage in any 
sort of investment activity. 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in 
this White Paper. 

Participation in the token sale carries substantial risk and may involve special risks 
that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of your contribution as stated 
herein. Please ensure that you have read, understood and are prepared to accept 
the risks of participating in the token sale. 

To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, The 
Aziza Project Foundation and its affiliates and their respective officers, employees or 
agents will, in relation to its website and Aziza Coin  tokens, not be liable for any 
damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, direct, consequential, incidental, 
special or indirect damages (including but not limited to lost profits, loss of revenue or 
third party loss whether foreseeable or otherwise, trading losses or damages) that 
result from use or loss of use of the website and Aziza Coin tokens. 

For the avoidance of doubt, The Aziza Project Foundation expressly disclaims any 
and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind 
whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained 
in this document, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) 
any action resulting therefrom, or (iv) usage or acquisition of products, available 
through the website. 

This White Paper may contain references to third party data and industry 
publications. As far as we are aware, the information reproduced in this White Paper 
is accurate and that the estimates and assumptions contained herein are reasonable. 
However, we offer no assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. 
Although information and data reproduced in this White Paper are believed to have 
been obtained from reliable sources, we have not independently verified any of the 
information or data from third party sources referred to in this White Paper or 
ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources. 

No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to Aziza 
Coin, including no promise of inherent value, no promise of any payments, and no 
guarantee that Aziza Coin will hold any particular value. Unless prospective 
participants fully understand and accept the nature of Aziza Coin  business and the 
potential risks associated with the acquisition, storage and transfer of ERC-20 tokens 
such as Aziza Coin  tokens, they should not participate in the token sale. 

This White Paper contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively 
“forward-looking statements”) that relate to our current expectations of future events. 
In some cases, these forward-looking statements can be identified by words or 
phrases such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, 
“seek”, “believe”, “potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to” or the negative of these 
terms, or other similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements. 
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We have based these forward-looking statements on current projections about future 
events and financial trends that we believe are relevant to our financial condition, 
results of operations, business strategy, financial needs, or the results of the token 
sale. 

Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analysis made by 
The Aziza Project Foundation in light of its experience and perception of historical 
trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors it 
believes are appropriate, and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the 
forward-looking statements contained in this White Paper are based upon what we 
believe are reasonable assumptions, there are risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and 
other factors which could cause our actual results, performances, achievements 
and/or experiences to differ materially from the expectations expressed, implied, or 
perceived in forward-looking statements. Given such risks, prospective participants in 
the token sale should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. 

Purchase of Aziza Coin  tokens do not entitle you to any equity, governance, voting 
or similar right or entitlement in The Aziza Project Foundation or in any of its affiliated 
companies. 

It is possible that Aziza Coin  tokens described in this White Paper may comprise a 
security in your jurisdiction or the offer for sale by the Company of the tokens in your 
jurisdiction may be a regulated or prohibited activity. The Company accepts no 
responsibility or liability to you in these or any other circumstances. You are strongly 
advised to take independent legal advice in respect of the legality in your jurisdiction 
of your participation in the token sale and purchase of tokens. 

Citizens, nationals, residents (tax or otherwise) of any jurisdiction which prohibits the 
possession, dissemination or communication of the White Paper and/or prohibits 
participation in the token sale or the purchase of tokens or the offer for sale of tokens 
or any similar activity or product (collectively the “Restricted Jurisdictions”) or any 
other Restricted Persons are not permitted to participate in the token sale. The term 
“Restricted Persons” refers to any firm, company, partnership, trust, corporation, 
entity, government, state or agency of a state or any other incorporated or 
unincorporated body or association, association or partnership (whether or not 
having separate legal personality) that is established and/or lawfully existing under 
the laws of a Restricted Jurisdiction. 

No part of the White Paper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or 
tax advice regarding The Aziza Project Foundation, the Aziza Coin  tokens, the token 
sale or any of the matters to which all or any part of the White Paper relates. You 
should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor regarding 
the White Paper. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial 
risk of any purchase of tokens for an indefinite period of time. 

You should seek your own tax advice in connection with purchasing, holding and 
utilizing Aziza Coin tokens, which may result in adverse tax consequences to you, 
including, without limitation, withholding taxes, transfer taxes, value added taxes, 
income taxes and similar taxes, levies, duties or other charges and tax reporting 
requirements. 
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A private key, or a combination of private keys, is necessary to control and dispose of 
Aziza Coin tokens stored in your digital wallet or vault. Accordingly, loss of requisite 
private key(s) associated with your digital wallet or vault storing Aziza Coin tokens 
may result in loss of such Aziza Coin tokens. Moreover, any third party that gains 
access to such private key(s), including by gaining access to login credentials of a 
hosted wallet service you use, may be able to misappropriate your Aziza Coin 
tokens. 

Unlike bank accounts or accounts at some other financial institutions, Aziza Coin 
tokens are uninsured unless you specifically obtain private insurance to insure them. 
Thus, in the event of loss or loss of utility value, there is no public insurer or private 
insurance arranged by us, to offer recourse to you. 

Prior to any token sale, there has been no public market for Aziza Coin tokens. In the 
event that The Aziza Project Foundation ever decides to seek the approval for 
availability of the Aziza Coin tokens for trading on a cryptocurrency exchange or 
market, there is no assurance that such approval will be obtained. Furthermore, even 
if such approval is granted by a cryptocurrency exchange, there is no assurance that 
an active or liquid trading market for the Aziza Coin tokens will develop, or if 
developed, will be sustained after the Aziza Coin  tokens have been made available 
for trading on such market. There is also no assurance that the market price of the 
Aziza Coin  tokens will not decline below the original or issue purchase price. The 
purchase price may not be indicative of the market price of the Aziza Coin  tokens 
after they have been made available for trading on a market. 

Any future sale or issuance of the Aziza Coin tokens would increase the supply of 
tokens in the market and this may result in a downward price pressure on the Aziza 
Coin token. The sale or distribution of a significant number of tokens outside of the 
token sale or the perception that such further sales or issuance may occur, could 
adversely affect the trading price of the Aziza Coin tokens. 

Negative publicity involving The Aziza Project Foundation, the Aziza Coin tokens or 
any of the key personnel of the Company and/or regulation of distributed ledger 
technologies, cryptocurrencies and/or crowdsales of tokens in any jurisdiction, may 
materially and adversely affect the market perception or market price of the Aziza 
Coin tokens, whether or not it is justified. 

The prices of cryptographic tokens in general tend to be relatively volatile, and can 
fluctuate significantly over short periods of time. The demand for, and the 
corresponding market price of, the Aziza Coin tokens may fluctuate significantly and 
rapidly in response to, among others, the following factors, some of which are beyond 
the control of  The Aziza Project Foundation: 

a) new technical innovations; 

b) analysts’ speculations, recommendations, perceptions or estimates of the Aziza 
Coin  token’s market price or the Company’s financial and business performance; 

c) changes in market valuations and token prices of entities with businesses similar 
to that of The Aziza Project Foundation that may be listed on the same 
cryptocurrency exchanges or markets as the Aziza Coin tokens; 
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d) announcements by The Aziza Project Foundation of significant events, for 
example partnerships, sponsorships or new product developments; 

e) fluctuations in market prices and trading volume of cryptocurrencies on 
cryptocurrency exchanges or markets; 

f) additions or departures of key personnel of The Aziza Project Foundation; 

g) success or failure of The Aziza Project Foundation’s management in implementing 
business and growth strategies; and/or 

h) changes in conditions affecting the blockchain or financial technology industry, the 
general economic conditions or market sentiments, or other events or factors. 

The Aziza Project Foundation may choose to make the White Paper available in a 
number of different languages. In the event of any conflict between the English 
version of the White Paper and any foreign language version, the English language 
version will prevail. 
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